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Host-side flash-based caching offers a promising new
direction for optimizing access to networked storage.
Current work has argued for using host-side flash primarily as a read cache and employing a write-through
policy which provides the strictest consistency and durability guarantees. However, write-through requires synchronous updates over the network for every write. For
write-mostly or write-intensive workloads, it significantly under-utilizes the high-performance flash cache
layer. The write-back policy, on the other hand, better
utilizes the cache for workloads with significant write I/O
requirements. However, conventional write-back performs out-of-order eviction of data and unacceptably sacrifices data consistency at the network storage.
We develop and evaluate two consistent write-back
caching policies, ordered and journaled, that are designed to perform increasingly better than write-through.
These policies enable new trade-off points across performance, data consistency, and data staleness dimensions.
Using benchmark workloads such as PostMark, TPC-C,
Filebench, and YCSB we evaluate the new write policies
we propose alongside conventional write-through and
write-back. We find that ordered write-back performs
better than write-through. Additionally, we find that journaled write-back can trade-off staleness for performance,
approaching, and in some cases, exceeding conventional
write-back performance. Finally, a variant of journaled
write-back that utilizes consistency hints from the application can provide straightforward application-level storage consistency, a stricter form of consistency than the
transactional consistency provided by write-through.
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Figure 1: Performance impact of cache misses. Cache
accesses require 50µ s.

Write-through synchronously commits writes to networked storage and then updates the flash cache, before acknowledging the write as completed to the application. This provides the strictest data consistency and
durability under all host-level failures thus delivering a
recovery point objective (RPO) of zero (i.e., zero data
loss). Unfortunately, even very small reductions in cache
hit rate can result in dramatic reduction in throughput,
making the the cache far less effective or even counterproductive for write-intensive workloads. We created a
simple model for single-threaded access to storage with
a cache to illustrate this. Figure 1 shows that if a cache
access requires 50 µ s and a network storage access requires 2ms, then the difference in throughput between
99% hit rate and 95% hit rate is about 2x. Thus, when
writes are not cached, a potentially large amount of flash
throughput could be made unavailable to applications.
Historically, write-back caching has not been considered viable for DRAM caches because they are volatile.
Write-back caching becomes attractive with persistent
flash-based caches for a variety of performance reasons
that we explore in detail in Section 2. Write-back policies, however, have two notable drawbacks. First, since
they do not provide strict durability, they introduce data
staleness at the networked storage which translates to a
non-zero RPO for applications. Second, since conventional write-back can evict dirty data out of order (relative to the original write sequence), it can render the
networked storage inconsistent after a host-level failure.
Currently available host-side flash caches largely use a
write-through policy [6, 12, 17, 23, 1]. When write-

1 Introduction
DRAM-based caches at the host and at the networked storage system have proven critical in improving storage access performance. Host-side flash is a
high-performance and high-capacity caching layer that
presents a new opportunity for improving performance
when accessing networked storage [6, 12, 13, 23]. Being able to accommodate an order of magnitude more of
the working sets of workloads, it creates the potential to
significantly improve storage access performance.
Write-through and write-back present two well-known
extremes in write policies for host-based flash caches.
1
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back can trade-off staleness for performance, approaching, and in some cases, exceeding conventional writeback performance. Finally, our findings were largely preserved across the four Linux filesystems that we evaluated including ext2, btrfs and three variants each of the
journaling ext3 and ext4 file systems.
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Figure 2: Write-back and write-through policies
with a hypervisor managed flash cache.

Persistent host-side flash caches are different than
volatile DRAM caches in several respects. In this section, we examine arguments in support of optimizing
writes differently in persistent caches and survey the related work in the literature.

back implementations exist, these are accompanied with
appropriate disclaimers about storage-level inconsistencies after a failure [9, 35]. Network storage inconsistency compromises both data availability after a flashcache/host failure and the correctness of network storage
level solutions such as replication and backup.
In this paper, we develop two new write policies for
host-side flash caches that provide close to full writeback performance without compromising network storage consistency. Ordered write-back is designed to work
seamlessly, requiring no changes to existing storage systems, and outperforms conventional write-through. Journaled write-back relies on a logical disk [10] interface
that implements atomic write groups at the storage system and offers significant performance gains over the ordered policy. Ordered write-back ensures that blocks get
evicted from the flash cache and written out to the networked storage in the original write order. Journaled
write-back allows overwrites in the cache but ensures
that the networked storage atomically transitions from
one consistent point to the next. Both policies trade-off
strict durability of writes in their design and support an
eventually consistent model for the network storage. Under host and/or host-flash failures, these policies do result
in data staleness (i.e., loss of recent updates) at the network storage. They thus apply only to applications which
can tolerate a non-zero RPO. Journaled write-back additionally allows for a straightforward implementation of
application-level storage consistency, a stricter form of
consistency than the transactional consistency provided
by write-through.
We implemented the new ordered and journaled write
back as well as conventional write-through and writeback in Linux and evaluated these policies for the PostMark [19], TPC-C [36], Filebench [26], and YCSB [8]
benchmarks. The new policies performed significantly
better than write-through, with throughput improvements
ranging from 10% to 8x for ordered write-back and 50%
to 10x for journaled write-back across the four benchmarks. Our sensitivity analysis illustrates the impact
of cache size and file system used on the relative performance of these policies. We find that except under extremely low cache sizes, ordered write-back performs better than write-through and that journaled write-

2.1 Write Caching
Recent literature has argued in favor of managing persistent host-side flash-based caches as write-through and
to optimize exclusively for reads [6, 12, 17, 35]. However, production storage workloads comprise of a significant (often dominant) fraction of writes [5, 21, 29,
32, 37]. Recent studies also report a trend of increasing writes:reads ratios in production workloads [22, 30].
This is a consequence of newer systems absorbing more
reads within larger DRAM caches at hosts while all
writes get written out to storage for durability. Employing a write-through policy thus, unfortunately, represents
a lost opportunity.
Caches that maintain dirty blocks are referred as writeback and caches that do not as writethrough. In case of
write-back, the write is acknowledged immediately after
the write to the cache. With write-through, writes are first
committed to network storage and then to the cache before completion is acknowledged to the guest. Figure 2
illustrates these policies for a hypervisor-managed flashbased cache. As noted earlier, the I/O latency and peak
I/O throughput implication of having one policy versus
the other is significant (Figure 1). This translates to significantly reduced network storage provisioning requirements with write-back caching for production workloads
that are typically bursty [22, 29, 15]
2.2 The Significance of Write-back
A write-back caching policy offers critical performance
benefits. First, it significantly lowers write latencies and
improves write throughput (per Figure 1); write bursts, if
any, get absorbed in the cache, making the best possible
use of the high-performance flash layer. Consequently,
networked storage can be provisioned for average (instead of peak) write I/O volume. Second, since writeback allows for overwrites (coalescing) in the cache,
it reduces the volume of write I/O traffic to the networked storage system for workloads with write locality.
Third, since application writes are effectively decoupled
from network storage writes, higher levels of I/O parallelism (than available in the application I/O stream) be2
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Figure 4: Trade-offs in conventional write caching
policies.

Figure 3: Transaction response times and throughput for TPC-C with 2GB of RAM and 25 warehouses.
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throughput was not stressed in write-back mode at the
queue depths offered by the workload. For many enterprise applications, lower worst-case performance and
lower performance variance are as important as averagecase performance. The new write-back caching policies
that we develop in this paper target both these metrics by
mimicking the basic behavior of synchronous and lowlatency local flash updates and asynchronous network
storage updates in conventional write-back.

rnd
write
66
5285

Table 1: Access times in microseconds for local PCI-e
SSD vs. networked RAID HDD storage.

come possible when writing to networked storage; storage systems perform better at higher levels of I/O parallelism [4, 7, 11, 16, 33, 34]. Fourth, reads that miss the
flash cache experience less I/O contention at the network
storage due to write coalescing at the cache layer; the
read cache can thus be populated with the changes in the
working set more quickly as workload phases change.
Finally, since the cache is effective for both reads and
writes, cache resizing can potentially serve as a storage
QoS control knob (e.g., for I/O latency control) for all
workloads including those that are write-intensive.
To quantify the write-back performance advantage, we
ran the TPC-C OLTP benchmark which mimics the operations of a typical web retailer including creating and delivering orders, recording payments, checking order status and monitoring inventory levels configured with 10
warehouses [36]. We configured a RAID5 storage array
of 8 7200 RPM disks over iSCSI to be the network store
and an OCZ PCI-e flash-based SSD as the storage cache
on the host. SSD random writes were 80 times faster than
the networked iSCSI store. Other aspects of the performance difference are summarized in Table 1.
Figure 3 depicts median response times for the 4 types
of TPC-C transactions. Having a write-back cache thus
reduces the average response time by at least 75X across
the transaction types. Throughput measured as TpmC
(new order transactions/minute) showed an increase of
3X with write-back compared to the write-through cache.
It is important to point out here that the available SSD

2.3 Performance, Consistency, and Staleness
Write policies make different trade-offs with respect to
data consistency, data staleness, and performance as indicated in Figure 4. Conventional write-through and writeback represent merely two extreme points in a spectrum of possible trade-offs. Write-through provides strict
durability of writes, i.e., does not introduce any data staleness. On the other hand, write-back fundamentally alters the notion of data durability for applications and introduces both data inconsistency and staleness.
Interestingly, this dilemma has parallels in the remote mirroring for disaster recovery literature. Asynchronous remote mirroring solutions ensure data consistency but introduce data staleness at the target storage
system [31, 18, 20, 38]. Key to this argument is the lower
cost of data loss after a disaster event when using asynchronous (akin to write-back) mirroring relative to the
cost of the high-speed, WAN links necessary to implement fully synchronous (akin to write-through) mirroring to the remote site. While some applications, like financial databases, may require a recovery point objective
(RPO) of zero, it has been pointed out that other applications such as non-critical filers and document servers
and even online retailers can tolerate non-zero RPO [20].
With such applications, the performance cost of zero data
staleness can become prohibitive and trading-off data
staleness for performance becomes attractive [20, 31].
3
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Flash-based caches that are backed by slower disk based
storage, although representing an entirely different problem domain, present a similar trade-off: the cost of provisioning for peak write bursts at the networked storage
to provide strict data durability versus losing some data
under host failures due to weak durability. Designing
write caching policies that explore the entire spectrum
of available trade-offs is key to ensuring that individual
applications get to make the trade-offs optimal for their
needs.
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Storage (disk)

Figure 5: Totally Ordered Write Back.

3 Consistent Write-back Caching
Conventional write-back caching is not employed in a
production environment because it can compromise data
consistency at the network storage system. In this section, we explore alternate write caching policies that preserve the core advantages of write-back, low latency and
write coalescing, while providing a usable notion of consistency for the network storage. In designing these new
policies, we defined the following goals that allow bridging the performance and consistency gap between the
two extremes of write-through and write-back:
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Figure 6: Dependency graph. Each node represents a
write.

To maintain the original order of writes during eviction,
ordered write-back stores the ordering of write I/O operations and the actual data written. Older copies of all
data blocks must be preserved in the cache until each of
they are written back.
An intuitive approach to store the original order of
writes is as a list of blocks sorted by completion time.
However, this approach does not allow utilizing parallelism of block writes as available in the original stream.
Particularly, writes cannot be sent in parallel even when
they are issued in parallel without any dependencies. For
example, Figure 5 shows two processes P1 , P2 issuing
some I/Os in parallel. If we used a totally ordered list
of blocks we would miss the fact that the I/Os within
each of the sets {1, 3}, {2, 4}, and {5} can be issued in
parallel.
An alternate approach is to utilize actual dependency
information between I/O requests. Ideally, an application or file system could provide the cache with accurate
dependency information. The current version of our solution developed for the block layer interface is designed
to work seamlessly within operating systems or hypervisors. It constructs the dynamic dependency graph online
based on the conservative notion of completion-issue ordering invariants. A completion-issue ordering invariant
requires that if the completion time of block A is earlier than the issue time of block B in the original request
stream, then B is dependent on A, otherwise it is not.
Following this invariant, a cache can evict all the independent blocks in parallel regardless of the ordering of
their completion times.

• Goal I: At the very minimum, ensure point-in-time
consistency at the network storage so that the network storage always represents a consistent version
of the data, albeit at some point-in-time in the past.
• Goal II: Turn network storage updates into background operations, thereby providing lower latencies and higher throughput for foreground writes.
• Goal III: Preserve and/or increase parallelism of
writes to the network storage.
• Goal IV: Benefit from write coalescing to efficiently utilize cache space and to reduce write activity at the network storage.
With write-back caches, the network storage receives
updates when dirty blocks from the cache are evicted.
Key to the two policies that we explore next is controlled
eviction to ensure so as to not compromise data consistency at the networked storage. Further, in designing
these policies, we trade-off data staleness for achieving
a significantly higher level of performance than writethrough. By ensuring a minimum of point-in-time consistency at the network storage, the network storage can
be used immediately after a host-level failure that renders
the SSD unusable.
3.1 Ordered Write-back
Ordered write-back is based on the simple idea that the
original order in which data blocks were updated in the
cache can be preserved during eviction. The network
storage system is then consistent because it always reflects a valid state as imposed by the storage management layer such as an operating system or hypervisor.

3.1.1 Write Dependency Graphs
Each node of the dependency graph represents a write
I/O operation and contains information about the current
location of the block(s) written in the SSD cache as well
4
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Figure 8: Optimization to reduce the memory requirement for maintaining write dependencies.
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Figure 7: Dependency-induced eviction in ordered
write-back. Eviction of node 5 requires the parallel eviction

3.1.2 Optimizations

of nodes in set 1, followed by those in set 2, and then node 5
itself.

Issue and completion operations are computationally inexpensive but memory usage, especially the number of
2
links, can grow up to n4 links for a cache size of n blocks.
This undesirable property was a significant source of inefficiency in preliminary versions. We found a simple
and effective optimization to drastically reduce this link
complexity with the use of dummy nodes. The optimization inserts dummy nodes after a fixed number of
nodes to absorb all completion-issue ordering dependencies due to any nodes representing past write completions. Figure 8 shows the original dependency graph with
independent sets {1, 2, 3, 4} and {5, 6, 7, 8} to the left and
the optimized graph on the right hand side with the additional dummy node D. Notice how the optimization
reduces the number of edges from 16 to 8. Our solution does not explicitly detect high dependency situations
such as in Figure 8 but rather simply inserts a dummy
node after every 100 I/O completions. Therefore, if the
dependency graph does not call for this optimization because of a low link complexity, the optimization introduces a 1% link complexity overhead, but in the best case
this optimization can reduce the number of links by orders of magnitude (e.g., 1002 links to only 200). In practice, this heuristic resulted in excellent memory savings
for the workloads we evaluated our system with.
In summary, ordered write-back caching meets a subset of our original goals: I, II, and III. It is unable to coalesce writes in the cache due to the need to preserve the
original stream of writes when evicting to network storage. Next, we discuss an improved write caching policy
that succeeds in meeting all the four goals.

as their permanent location in the network storage system. An edge represents a completion-issue ordering dependency. As an example, let us assume we have the
following sequence of I/O issue and completion events:
I1 , I2 ,C1 ,C2 , I3 , I4 ,C3 ,C4 , I5 . Figure 6 shows the related
dependency graph. Ii represent an issue event for a write
to block i and Ci represents its completion.
To construct and maintain this graph online, nodes
are inserted and modified for I/O issue and completion
events. The graph is initialized with an empty set C. For
an issue operation to block X:
1. Add an incomplete node X to the set C.
2. Add a link from all completed nodes in C to X.
For a completion operation of block X:
1. Mark node X as completed.
Notice that we use the observed completions and issuing of the writes to construct the dependency graph.
This approach is conservative and may be overestimate
dependencies, that is, some dependencies may not be required by the storage management layer. For instance,
if 1000 I/Os were meant to be issued independently, we
could evict all of them in parallel as well. However, if
one of them was completed before another was issued,
then we would have to maintain this dependency even
though it was not necessary: the application did not wait
for the completion of the first write. True dependencies
can only be informed by the storage management layer.
Before evicting a dirty block from the cache, the ordered write-back policy ensures that any dirty block(s)
that this eviction candidate depends upon and are themselves independent of each other are first evicted in parallel. It performs such dependency-induced evictions recursively until all dirty blocks in the dependency chain
are evicted. The evicted nodes are then deleted from the
dependency graph. In Figure 7, evicting node 5 would require first evicting the nodes in set 1 in parallel followed
by eviction of set 2 before node 5 can be evicted.

3.2 Journaled Write-back
Ordered write-back implements consistency by enforcing the same ordering of updates to networked storage
during cache eviction as in the original write stream.
However, this approach has two drawbacks: first, each
block write must be destaged to networked storage and
second, all dirty copies of the same block must be maintained in the cache thus wasting precious cache space.
Journaled write-back addresses both drawbacks by allowing write coalescing in the cache.
5
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Figure 9: Journaled write-back. Committing two transactions (left, center) and checkpointing to networked storage (right).
The shaded strips represent transaction commit markers that also contain metadata identifying the permanent addresses of various
blocks in the transaction.

write I/O traffic at networked storage. Finally, since
checkpointing is an eager process that frees up cache
space, writes do not typically block for cache evictions.
For atomic checkpoints of journal transactions to networked storage, journaled write back implements an
atomic group write interface, similar to that of the logical disk [10, 14] using an additional journal which we
refer to henceforth as the storage-side journal. In our implementation, the storage-side journal is an in-memory
journal intended for use with NVRAM. Such NVRAM is
typically available within medium to high-end networked
storage arrays. The NVRAM-based in-memory journal
eliminates the need to incur additional storage I/Os for
atomic group updates.

3.2.1 Consistency via Journaling
Journaled write-back moves the storage from one consistent state to the next which typically reflects a collection
of updates at once instead of a single one. The basic idea
is to use grouping of batches of updates in the persistent cache within journal transactions and checkpointing
these transactions atomically to networked storage. This
is supported by a journal for grouping all updates within
the host-side SSD cache within journal transactions; recent updates are always made to the current transaction
within the host-side journal. Once the current transaction reaches either a pre-defined size or age whichever
is met first, it is committed and a new transaction is created and marked as current. Commit markers include
metadata indicating block addresses in networked storage for individual entries in the transaction to be used
at checkpointing time. Transactions are checkpointed to
networked storage in the background. Figure 9 illustrates
the process of committing and checkpointing two transactions which include updates to {1, 2} and {3}. The
first transaction includes two updates to block 1 and one
to block 2; the second includes three updates to block 3;
however, each update is reflected only as a single copy
within each committed transaction. These transactions
are then atomically checkpointed to networked storage
so that networked storage always represents a consistent
version of the data at some point-in-time.1
The host-side journal can have several uncheckpointed transactions allowing transaction commit
rate to be independent of transaction checkpointing rate.
We found this decoupling extremely useful for supporting write bursts using host-side flash while limiting the
amount of data loss under failure modes that do not
render the SSD unusable. The networked storage can be
provisioned for the average write bandwidth and IOPS
usage instead of the peak. Most importantly, this design
allows further decoupling of the SSD performance
from networked storage performance by allowing write
coalescing within individual transactions to reduce the

3.2.2 Storage Crash Consistency
Checkpointing from the point of view of the host starts
with a checkpoint start command, a list of blocks and
their data to be written, and a checkpoint end command.
The start command is interpreted by the storage by starting a journal entry in NVRAM. Next, the list of block
updates are then staged in the journal entry but not made
accessible upon reads. Reads to these block addresses
prior to the end command reception will return the previous versions of the blocks. The end command atomically makes the list of block updates available to hosts
and marks the entry as checkpointed. The updated blocks
are written out to storage in the background; once done,
the NVRAM journal entry is deleted. In case of hostlevel failures that renders the SSD unusable, the hostside journal is simply discarded. The in-memory journal
at networked storage ensures that it remains in a stale but
consistent state. If the SSD is accessible after the hostlevel crash, the host-side journal is replayed by checkpointing the un-committed transactions.
3.2.3 Dual Staleness Control
There are two possible states that the system could be in
after a host-side crash: (i) the host-side cache is not accessible upon recovery either because the host-side SSD
has failed or because uptime requirements forces the use
of alternate hardware or (ii) the host-side cache is accessible upon recovery. If the host cache is not accessible,

1 Addressing cross-host

data dependencies at the network storage (if
any) is outside the scope this work.
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Policy
WT

WB

WB-0
WB-J
WB-Jh

Description

Failure

Description

Write-through: write to disk, write to SSD,
and then notify completion to application or
guest VM
Write-back: write to SSD, on-demand eviction
from SSD; SSD-to-disk block mapping stored
persistently on SSD
Ordered write-back: algorithm presented in
Section 3.1
Journaled write-back: algorithm presented in
Section 3.2
Journaled write-back with application consistency hints: algorithm presented in Section 3.2
with journal transactions created based on application declared consistency points

VM or Application
Hypervisor or
OS

Guest VM or application crashes and will
be restarted on the same host
Hypervisor or bare-metal OS crash and applications will be restarted on the same
host
Hardware failure that renders the SSD
and/or host unusable; applications need to
be restored on a different host
Network storage fails; must be restored
from a mirror or from a recent storagelevel snapshot/backup

SSD or Host

Network storage

Table 3: Failure modes.
operating systems of consistent states (e.g., for volume
snapshots/backup). We discuss application-level consistency in more detail later in this section.
Next, we discuss the data consistency properties that
are useful to applications. There are several useful notions of consistency that can be afforded to applications
and operating systems by a block-level caching layer
that interposes on a storage system. Point-in-time consistency (PiT-C) ensures that data read after a system
crash or failure reflects a consistent version of the storage contents at some point-in-time in the past. Such
consistency allows for data staleness due to loss of recent updates. Transactional consistency (Tx-C) ensures
that data read after a system crash or failure always reflects the most recent update. This is the typical notion
of consistency provided by storage systems that are expected to not lose any updates. Application-level consistency (App-C) ensures that data read after a system
crash reflects a state that is semantically consistent with
the application. Application-level consistency relies on
hints from the application to define consistency points
in storage state. Providing such consistency can enable applications to recover to a state that the application can readily utilize to resume correct execution after
a crash. Finally, application-group consistency (AppGC) ensures that data read after a crash or failure is consistent across a group of applications (from the application’s standpoint) that are semantically related. Contrasting these policies at a high level, point-in-time consistency is weaker than transactional consistency, while the
application-level and application-group consistency are
stricter than transactional consistency. However, there
is additional subtlety here. When classifying these consistency levels in terms of both strictness and staleness,
transactional consistency has no staleness but consistent
states defined by it may not make sense from the application’s point of view. Its utility depends on the application’s ability to make sense of the partial content.
Point-in-time consistency has more staleness, but could
be functionally equivalent to transactional consistency
from the application’s point of view since neither pro-

Table 2: Write policy descriptions.
the latest state of the storage is the one in networked storage. If the host cache is accessible, the latest state of
the storage is a combination of networked storage and
the host-side cache contents. Two distinct staleness outcomes become possible in these two cases. In the former
case, staleness is determined by how often the host-side
journal transactions are checkpointed: frequent checkpoints leads to lower staleness. Only data within transactions that were checkpointed prior to failure will be
available at networked storage. For the latter case, let us
assume that transaction commits occur more frequently
than checkpoints. In this situation, networked storage
staleness after host-side journal replay of un-committed
transactions is determined by how often transactions are
committed: frequent commits leads to lower staleness.
The last few updates to the host would be lost if the last
transaction containing these updates was not committed
to the host journal.

4 Consistency Analysis
The write policies discussed in the paper differ in the
consistency properties they provide. For a single write
policy, consistency properties vary based on the presumed failure mode of the system. We start by creating a
taxonomy of the write policies and the consistency properties, and discuss the typical failure modes that host-side
caches would be subject to. Following this, we address
where in the consistency spectrum each of the write policies lie under a specific failure mode.
4.1 Consistency and Failure Modes
Table 2 summarizes the caching policies discussed in
this paper. While the first four have been discussed earlier, we introduce a fifth policy, a variant of the journaled write-back that defines block groups to checkpoint
aligned with application-defined consistency points to facilitate application-level consistency. This functionality is typical of many enterprise applications that notify
7
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Figure 10: Consistency grid for write policies under different failure modes. White cells denote consistency property
is not met after recovery from crash/failure; patterned cells indicate otherwise.
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vide application-level consistency. Particularly, applications like databases and file systems which are able to
recover from storage crashes through careful combinations of logging and write ordering can be restored readily from a point-in-time consistent storage. These applications, however, may not be able to from storage left
over from a write-back cache failure since their on-disk
log and other data structures will likely be corrupted by
the unordered updates. Application-level consistency always makes sense to an application, but it renders storage more stale than transactional consistency and less or
more stale than point-in-time consistency.
Consistency properties are relevant, and are typically
evaluated, under specific system failure states. Assuming
that the host is virtualized, Table 3 lists potential failure
modes that the write policies must account for. Of these,
addressing network storage failures is beyond the scope
of this work. Other non-failure scenarios are also worth
examining. For instance, in case of virtualized guests,
the VM migration operation can be designed to preserve
existing consistency properties. The VM migration operation can be made to flush the SSD cache prior to migration or, alternatively, can be augmented to migrate the
state of the SSD cache to the target host’s SSD cache, if
available. Finally, failure of the VM migration process
can be considered equivalent to a hypervisor or OS failure from the standpoint of consistency.

WB

WB-J
Staleness
WB-Jh
PiT-C
Tx-C

WB-O
WT

App-C
AppG-C
Consistency

Figure 11: Trade-offs in write caching policies, old
and new, under cache/host failures. PiT-C, App-C, and
AppG-C are only reference points along the consistency axis
and any write policy implementing these consistency properties
will incur non-zero staleness.

back (WB) does not provide any consistency properties
under cache/host failure. We assume that, for performance reasons, the WB and WB-O policies do not synchronously update metadata in the SSD cache when data
blocks are cached. Thus, neither is able to provide transactional consistency under hypervisor/OS crashes. WB0 and WB-J both add point-in-time consistency under
hypervisor/OS crash and cache/host failure. The journaled write-back policy with application hints about consistency points is the only policy that provides the more
powerful and useful application-level consistency property. The fact that it does not provide transactional consistency under many failure modes is not a failing but
a feature; after failures, the storage is always left in a
state that is consistent with respect to the application.
This last application-defined consistent state is likely to
be more stale than the transactionally-consistent, current
state of storage. Figure 11 summarizes the consistency
properties of the caching policies under hypervisor/OS
crash and cache/host failures, the key differentiators for
the new write policies in contrast to conventional writeback and write-through.

4.2 Consistency with Write Caching
Given the taxonomy above, we now evaluate the consistency guarantees afforded to applications by each of
the write policies under each of the failure modes. Consistency is evaluated with respect to the application accessing networked storage via the host. First, no policy
provides application-group consistency under any failure mode — achieving such consistency requires collaboration across hosts, which lies outside the scope of
this work. Figure 10 provides a consistency grid that
maps the remaining consistency properties achievable
under the three failure modes by each of the caching policies. Write-through (WT) provides transactional consistency under all failure modes but does not readily provide application-level consistency. Conventional write8
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5 Evaluation

ality that simulates a server hosting the home directories of a set of users. Each user is simulated by a thread
which reads, writes, appends, deletes, creates files on its
respective directory. We used the default fileserver configuration with a RAM of size 1GB. The average working set size for this workload is 1.5 GB. TPC-C is an
OLTP workload that simulates an online retailer. Virtual users perform delivery and monitoring over product
orders. The workload creates multiple threads that perform transactions over a database. We used the TPCCUVa [24] implementation and configured it to use 50
warehouses and 1GB of RAM. The average working
set size for this workload is 9 GB. Finally, YCSB is a
framework for comparing the performance of key-value
stores. It consists of a multi-threaded client that connects to a given data serving system, MemcacheDB in
our case, and generates various types of workloads. We
studied how the throughput of MemcacheDB is affected
by the different write policies with four of the built-in
YCSB workload configurations, A, B, and F, consisting of mix of 50:50 reads:writes, 95:5 reads:writes, and
50:50 reads:writes with read-write-modify behavior respectively. The YCSB client was configured to used 4
threads and records of size 1 KB. The host memory configuration for the YCSB benchmarks was adjusted in proportion to the size of the workload working-sets to introduce adequate I/O activity at the storage system. Finally,
unless otherwise mentioned, the journaled write-back experiments used a host-side journal of size 400MB for all
the workloads.

The goals of our evaluation are three-fold. First, we evaluate metrics of performance for the new write-back policies, ordered and journaled, and compare them to the
conventional write-through and write-back. Second, we
study their sensitivity to the major factors that impact
the performance of these write policies, including (1) the
size of the cache, (2) the size of the journal in the case
of write-back journaled, and (3) the file system that was
used when running the benchmarks. Lastly, we evaluate
the staleness-performance trade-off made possible by the
journaled write-back policy by developing cost models
for performance and data loss.
5.1 Evaluation Setup and Workloads
Implementation Notes. We implemented a generic
cache layer as a module for the Linux kernel 3.0.0 on the
host side. This cache implements write-through, writeback and the two new write policies proposed. The cache
operates on 4 KB blocks and uses the ARC replacement
algorithm [28] that adapts to workloads dynamically and
captures both recency and frequency of accesses. For
the journaled write-back implementation, we modified
the Enterprise iSCSI Target (storage server end-point for
iSCSI) [3] implementation. We added an in-memory
DRAM-based journal (implemented using NVRAM in
practice) and exported a logical disk interface so that the
host can specify atomicity of a group of writes during
checkpointing.
Testbed setup. The host was running at 2Ghz and configured to run with 512MB to 4GB of memory depending
on the working set size of the individual workloads. A
120 GB OCZ REVODRIVE PCI-express SSD attached
to the host was used as the host-side cache. The backing
store was configured as a RAID 1 array using two 1TB
7.2 RPM disks over iSCSI. The measured performance
for these storage devices can be found in Table 1. The
ext3 file system was configured to use ordered write-back
journaling (unless otherwise mentioned), and the workload was run on top of the bare metal host, i.e., without
any virtualization layer. Prior to running each experiment, all memory caches were cleared. We report average numbers across three runs of each experiment.
Workloads. We evaluated the write policies using
the PostMark, Filebench-fileserver, TPC-C, and YCSB
benchmarks with the ext3 file system (unless otherwise
mentioned). PostMark is a file system benchmark that
simulates a file server running electronic mail. We configured PostMark to generate a 5:5 mix of 4K readsvs-appends and creates-vs-deletions over a set of 10000
small files of 100KB each. File buffering was enabled
and the machine was configured to run with 512MB of
memory. The average working set size for this workload
is 2 GB. Filebench-fileserver is a Filebench [26] person-

5.2 Performance evaluation
In this first experiment, our goal was to quantify the
relative performance of the write policies across all the
benchmarks. We ran benchmarks against each of the four
write policies: write-though, write-back, ordered-writeback, and journaled-write-back, with a fixed cache and
journal size. The host-side flash cache size was configured to be close to the working set size for each of the
workloads (approximately 80%) so that cache effects can
be observed upon workload execution.
Figure 12 presents relative throughput for each of the
write policies across all the benchmark workloads normalized based on the throughput with the write-through
policy. Write-through performs the worst across all policies. As explained in previous sections, the write-back
versions are expected to perform significantly better due
to superior write coalescing in the cache and background
destageing of dirty data to storage. Further, across most
workloads, journaled write-back does better than ordered
write-back, approaching and even improving upon conventional write-back performance in some cases. Journaled write-back improves upon ordered write-back by
allowing for write coalescing in the cache. In one
9
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Figure 12: Normalized throughput for Filebenchfileserver (FB), PostMark (PM), TPC-C, and YCSB
workloads-A, B, and F.
case (YCSB-F), ordered write-back performs the best,
even surpassing both conventional and journaled writeback variants. This occurs due to two reasons: (i) unlike conventional write-back, ordered write-back benefits from dependency-induced batching of evictions from
the cache, and (ii) journaled write-back was configured
with a small journal in this experiment relative to the
workload’s working-set leading to too many evictions
relative to ordered and conventional write-back. Finally,
journaled write-back can sometimes perform better than
conventional write-back because it benefits from eager,
grouped checkpointing for destageing dirty data whereas
conventional write-back destages dirty data only on demand. Later in this section, we demonstrate how the
performance with the journaled write-back policy can be
tuned to meet write-back performance depending on application staleness tolerance.
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Figure 13: Filebench-fileserver performance for all
four write policies at different cache sizes.
trend across the write policies. All three write-back policies perform better than write-through. Write-through,
as shown in Figure 13(b), has the highest write volume to network storage. The write-back policies coalesce writes, reducing the write volume to network storage. Among the write-back variants, ordered write-back
has lower relative performance, 800 compared to 1000
operations per second for conventional write-back. A
write-allocation indicates an operation whereby a write
requires additional space in the cache. Since all writes
in case of ordered write-back need to be made to a new
location to avoid overwriting previous versions of the
block, they all require write-allocation (Figure 13(c)).
Write-allocations can be expensive; if eviction is necessary to allocate and if the block selected to be evicted
is dirty, a write to network storage becomes necessary.
This affects the performance of ordered write-back negatively the effects of which can also be observed in Figure 13(b): more write traffic to network storage in the
case of ordered write-back.

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
The performance of the write policies are sensitive to the
size of the cache, the size of the journal, and the differential shaping of application I/O traffic induced by different
file systems. We used the Filebench-fileserver and PostMark workloads to better understand the performance
sensitivity of the write policies to these factors.
5.3.1 Sensitivity to Cache Size
We ran Filebench-fileserver using each of the write policies under several cache sizes. Journaled write-back was
configured to limit the journal size, and as a result, the
maximum staleness at the network storage to 100 MB.
Figure 13(a) shows fileserver throughput performance in
operations per second. Filebench-fileserver is a write intensive workload and therefore insensitive to cache size
in the case of reads. We see that that write-through
performance is similar across all cache sizes since all
writes must be written synchronously to network storage. The other policies have two dominant trends. For
cache sizes greater than 1.5GB, we observe the expected

The second trend occurs at cache sizes less than 1.5GB
of cache size where write-through and journaled writeback perform significantly better than the other two policies. For small cache sizes, most cache writes induce
write-allocation and the resulting dirty block evictions
from the cache in case of the write-back policy variants
dominate cache behavior which negatively affects performance with these policies. Interestingly, write-through
10
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Figure 14: PostMark performance with 1.5GB of SSD
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does well since all write-allocations in write-through are
”free”; they do not induce additional writes to network
storage as all the cached blocks are always clean. In
the case of journaled write-back, the write-allocations
are relatively less expensive than the other write-back
variants because the eviction of dirty data is batched
and therefore more efficiently written to network storage.
Next, we evaluate the sensitivity of journaled write-back
policy to the host-side journal size.

100
0
0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5

Cache size in GB

Figure 15: PostMark transactions per second under
different file systems. The axis ranges are indicated in
the bottom-left plot and are the same across all the sub-plots.
Notice that ext*-writeback and ext*-ordered are referring to a
journaling mode and not to the cache’s write policy.

5.3.2 Sensitivity of WB-J to Journal Size

sor) and alters the I/O stream created by the file system
operating at some layer above it. It is therefore important
to evaluate how the performance afforded to applications
by individual filesystems are impacted due to this additional layer and policies within it.
We studied 4 different file systems, ext2, ext3, ext4,
and btrfs. Ext2 is a file system based on the traditional
Berkeley FFS [27]. Ext3 implements a journaling layer
on top of ext2 whereby metadata (and optionally, data)
writes are initially directed to a journal, and later checkpointed to their final location within the ext2 on-disk
structure. We evaluated all three journaling modes of
ext3: writeback and ordered, where only the metadata
is journaled, and data, where both data and metadata are
journaled. Figure 15 depicts performance for the PostMark benchmark for all write policies as we change the
underlying file system at various sizes of the host-side
SSD cache. This set of experiments revealed a set of interesting insights about how these file system designs are
impacted by an SSD caching layer operating below them.
We discuss these next.
The first broad trend we draw is that across all the file
system variants, we notice that the write-back caching
policy variants outperform the write-through policy for
cache sizes that are sufficiently large so as to accommodate a sizable fraction of the workload’s working set
size (2GB in this case). Second, the ordered write-back
caching policy provides performance superior to writethrough beyond a certain cache size for all file systems,

Journaled write-back does not need to store copies of
old blocks and therefore has minimal overhead relative
to conventional write-back. The reason why it performs
worse than write-back in some of the previous experiments is that it limits the amount of staleness by restricting the size of the host-side journal. Reducing the journal size increases the probability of cache evictions during transaction commits. To evaluate the sensitivity of
journaled write-back performance to the allowable staleness of storage, we conducted an experiment where we
fix the cache size to 1.5GB and vary the allowable staleness (host-side journal size). Figure 14 depicts how performance can be tuned to span a significant portion of
the range between write-through and write-back by varying the staleness tolerance for the PostMark benchmark.
A larger journal allows for greater write coalescing and
batching of write traffic to the network storage and thus
aids performance, but it also results in greater staleness
at the network storage after a host-level failure. The
journal size is an ideal knob to achieve an applicationdefined performance/staleness trade-off using the journaled write-back policy.
5.3.3 Sensitivity to the File System Type
File systems alter write ordering and impose additional
synchronous write requirements. In this regard, file system designs vary significantly. The host-side cache operates at the block layer (either within the OS or hypervi11
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and that this improvement is larger for journaling file systems. Journaling file systems introduce additional data
writes and this increases the size of the write dependency
graph. Thus, ordered write-back is worse than writethrough at small cache sizes; it maintains multiple copies
of the dirty blocks in the cache thereby affecting its cache
hit ratio. Third, we also notice that since data mode journaling introduces significant additional writes to storage,
it incurs a significant performance penalty relative to ext2
and the other journaling modes for both ext3 and ext4.
Considering ext3 relative to ext2 and with write-back
caching, for a cache size of 1.5 GB, the ext2 obtains
the highest throughput of 300 transactions-per-second in
contrast to 190 for ext3-data and 290 for ext3-writeback.
The amount of metadata operations is not significant and
thus the performance of ext3-writeback and ext3-ordered
are not significantly impacted.
Ext4 is an extension of ext3 designed to address the
limits placed by ext3’s data structures (e.g. file system
size and file sizes) as well as to improve ext3’s performance further [2]. The most relevant of the new features
in ext4 are delayed and multi-block allocation which improve the contiguous allocation of disk blocks. Given
that SSDs are designed for random accesses, large contiguous allocations are not expected to significantly benefit workloads cached in the SSD. Looking at Figure 15,
we observe that for cache sizes above 0.6GB, the writeback policy performs similarly in ext3 and ext4. Additionally, write-through performs largely similarly in ext3
and ext4 for all journaling modes. An outlier here is ext4ordered, where the journaled write-back performs better
than regular write-back. We believe this is due to the contiguous allocation feature in ext4. Journaled write-back
checkpoints transactions, batching the appends of a large
number of files to network storage. By using ext4 at the
disk-based network storage, we increase the chances of
aggregating sequentially writes to disk and therefore increasing overall performance. Evictions in conventional
write-back are unable take advantage of this behavior because these evictions do not occur in batches.
The last file system we studied is btrfs which is a copyon-write file system designed for scalability and reliability [25]. Btrfs has a similar behavior to the extended
file systems for large cache sizes: the write-back policies
perform better than write-through. An interesting observation here is that write-through performs similarly with
btrfs and ext2 but the gap between write-through and the
write-back policies is about 50% smaller in case of btrfs.
In other experiments (not shown), we found that the PostMark workload performs similarly with disk drives when
using btrfs and ext2, but worse with SSDs when using
btrfs compared to ext2. We did not use any of the SSD
optimizations offered by the more recent versions of btrfs
in any of our experiments.

5.4 Trading Staleness for Performance
The work of Keeton et al. [20] explored several disastertolerant storage solutions and demonstrated that a tradeoff can be made evaluating the solution implementation
costs (including both the necessary storage and network
facilities) and the cost of data loss after a disaster. It
argued that for an application that can tolerate non-zero
RPO (e.g., a filer storing non-critical documents; a web
server where data can be replaced from other sources;
or social-network data that can tolerate negligibly probabilistic losses), the optimal storage solution is not necessarily one that provides the strongest durability (e.g.,
synchronous remote mirroring with a network link sufficiently provisioned for the peak write bandwidth) simply
because the implementation cost often far exceeds the
cost of a small amount of data loss. A similar argument
applies when evaluating host-side write caching policies.
For an application requiring a RPO of zero, writethrough must be employed but the network link and
back-end storage must also have sufficient bandwidth to
satisfy the short-term burst write rate. For other applications, write-back caching can be used to lower the cost of
the network and storage hardware. The hardware would
need to support only the long-term average write rate if
using ordered write-back, or the rate of unique writes
in a write-back window if using journaled write-back.
Hence, the optimal write policy can be determined by
considering the cost of potential data loss and the cost
of network and storage hardware necessary to support a
certain peak data access rate. While both the ordered and
journaled write-back policies support such a trade-off,
we now present a case-study with the journaled writeback policy which provides a straightforward knob (the
journal size) to trade-off different amounts of staleness
for performance.
For the journaled write-back policy, we note that a
quantitative cost-benefit analysis can be performed to determine the optimal write-back journal size, w, by trading data loss and associated cost against the application performance generated revenue. The former can
be determined through an offline profiling process that
maps w to the application performance; the latter can be
specified by the application user or system administrator
(e.g., [20]). Ultimately, both can be expressed in terms
of dollars as part of the service-level agreement (SLA),
so the problem becomes finding the optimal write-back
journal size w∗ as follows: w∗ = argmaxw(Revenue(w)−
DataLossPenalty(w)).
To illustrate this cost-benefit analysis, we consider an
example using the Postmark benchmark to mimic the operations of a news server storing non-critical news items
where a limited amount of data staleness is tolerable after server (host) failure. For the revenue model, we assume that the revenue generated from this application
12
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Revenue/Penalty/Net Profit (1000x$)

improvement in performance over conventional, transactionally consistent, write-through. Journaled write-back
relies on an extended, but straightforward storage interface modification to provide point-in-time consistency
and superior performance than the ordered mode. Journaled write-back also provides a simple knob to trade-off
data staleness for performance that allows it to achieve
close to write-back performance. Further, a variant of
journaled write-back that uses application level consistency hints can provide application-level consistency, a
stronger type of consistency than the transactional consistency that conventional write-through provides. The
flexibility afforded by these new write policies enable
write caching mechanisms that are better tailored to the
needs of individual applications.
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Figure 16: Trade-off between application QoS-based
revenue and data loss penalty as the journal size used
with journaled write-back caching is varied.
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